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Judy Broeckel in Marble Mountain Quarry Cave, drawn by Liz Wolff. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The SAG RAG is published by the Shasta Area Grotto of the National Speleological Society, Grotto meetings are held at different locations the 
fourth Friday of each month at 7:30 p.m. Meeting locations are announced in the SAG RAG, Membership dues are $6 dollars per year and include 
newsletter subscription. Original material not otherwise noted is copyright to the SAG RAG. Such material may be copied with credit given to the 
author and the SAG RAG. For use outside of the caving community, please seek the permission of the author or editor first. Send material for 
publication any time to Bighorn Broeckel, 2916 Deer Meadows Road, Yreka, CA 96097. Material intended for the next newsletter is due by the 10th  
of  the even month. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

EDITORIAL:  
With a positive response from the McCloud District of Shasta-Trinity National Forest, changes are 

expected at Bat Cave. Chalk up a lose for easy access recreational caving, but a win for the bats. Look for 
the installation of a cave gate at the unnatural roadside entrance soon. The cavers who suggested such a 
closure are hoping for increased bat counts in the cave. This would enhance their credibility with the ranger 
district. The bats, however, may not have the political savvy to immediately congregate in the cave. 

Meanwhile, it is important to remember that the cave itself is also winning here. The roadside 
closure is absolutely vital to the restoration of Bat Cave, and to the prevention of future vandalism to this 
vulnerable lava tube. Please note that all cavers are asked to impose a complete and voluntary closure on 
visits to Bat Cave, at least for the time being. The bat biology people will be monitoring for changes in the 
use of the cave by the bats, and by people as reflected in the cave register. In keeping with the current 
situation, I would suggest continuing use of the name “Bat Cave”, and not “Half Mile Tube”. 

This issue of the SAG RAG is devoted to Marble Mountain Quarry Cave. I’m very happy to be done 
with the map, as it was a long project. On to the caves…. BB 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
CALENDAR 

 
Nov. 4, 1995 SAG meeting at Mark Fritzke’s house in Arcata. Meeting to follow 

potluck supper, with Linda cooking a turkey. Call (707) 822-8566 for 
details. 

 
Dec. 1, 1995 SAG meeting at Melanie Jackson’s house in Yreka at 7:30 PM. 

Refreshments. 
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SHASTA AREA GROTTO MEETING 
September 8, 1995 

 
The meeting was called to order at 8:00 PM. at the Wolff home in McCloud. Present 
were: Liz & Jim Wolff, Bill Broeckel, Niels Smith, Melanie Jackson and guest Cindy 
Nichols. 
 
Minutes: The minutes of the August meeting were approved as amended. 
 
Treasurer’s Report: $527.08 Sept. Balance. There was $62.55 in bills for the SAG 
RAG. $30.00 was paid and $32.55 is still owed to B. Broeckel. 
 
Correspondence: 2 copies of the National Cave Management Symposium XI Oct. 
27 - 30, 1993 in Carlsbad NM have been received and one will remain in the Grotto 
library. There is also a copy of the USFS Cave Eco System. Management Direction 
from the Lincoln National Forest. NSS News and Cal Caver issues were passed 
around. The Arizona Highways Magazine carried an article on its front cover of 
Kartchner Caverns SE Corner. It is in the September 1995 issue. The Redding 
Record Searchlight of 8/27/95 had an article on enlisting bats and bugs to fight 
mosquitoes. National Public Radio (NPR) on 8/25/95 at 7.45 A.M. did a piece on 
frog eating bats in Panama. The moral of the story being: the classier and louder 
frog may get more than he is counting on. 
 
Old Business: B. Broeckel sent a letter to the Red Butte Ranger District thanking 
them for trying to keep the cows out of the caves. He also nominated Sinking Water 
Cave for protection.  
 
New Business: S A significant cave listing of S. W. caves was passed around. 
There was a list of caves submitted for protection (1,583 caves). The caves were 
listed by State and Region. The response was modest with most submissions 
coming from Oregon (over 500 caves). In August there was a breakthrough in 
Oregon Caves. The breakthrough was on the River Styx upstream. It was found on 
a dig by Steve Knutson, Bill Kenney, and Bill McGahey. 

The grotto needs to schedule some cleanup trips for Barnum & Sand Cave and 
for Pluto Cave. No dates have been scheduled yet. There is an ice cave that needs 
surveying. It is Twin Peaks Ice Cave near Doe Peak. Rubber boots, crampons, and 
rope or a ladder will be necessary. No date set yet. The Environmental Assessment 
for the Bat Cave Project is nearly done. Ken Showalter is in charge of resources 
and the named keeper of the cave resources. Alternative A for 2 gates was chosen. 
One gate this year next to the road. Dave Pryor will build the gate. There will be 
restricted entrance for research only to protect the bats. 
 
Trip Reports: SAG members present at the Speleo Camp Sept. 2-4, 1995 were: Jim 
Wolff, Bill Broeckel, Dick & Evan LaForge, Mark & Linda Fritzke. A resurvey of Little 
Neffs Cave was completed. Found was Lost Wallet Cave, and there was a rescue 
practice in Bigfoot Cave. Mark Fritzke stayed for the whole week and Bill Kenney 
went the weekend of Sept. 8-10. Liz Wolff and Melanie Jackson helped Jim Wolff 
sherpa cave stuff out of the Marbles Sept. 4. Evan LaForge did Upstairs-Downstairs 
and a Bigfoot Trip. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 PM. 
                                                                    Respectfully submitted, Melanie Jackson 
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MARBLE MOUNTAN QUARRY CAVE 
 
RETURN TO MARBLE MOUNTAIN CAVE By Bill Fitzpatrick 
 

I became a Grotto member in Nov. 1992 and almost immediately began hearing 
references to a cave called “The Big One”. In the summer of 1993 I spent time in 
Grants Pass doing historical research, and found references to several other caves 
in the area, all of which I had already known except one: Marble Mountain Cave, 
aka Crystal Cave, Ideal Cement Company Cave, Beaver State Cement Company 
Cave, etc. It was described as being large and well decorated, and even included 
some limestone stairways cut by members of the CCC back in the 1930s. 

After doing more research, I finally made connections with Brice Campman, 
owner of Campman Calcite Company who also owns the Marble Mountain 
Limestone Quarry where the cave is located. I requested and received permission 
to poke around the quarry. Shortly after, my sons and I began our search. After 
about 2 hours, we found the right cliff face. My heart sank when I saw the amount 
of rubble that had been piled up. But upon closer inspection, I was surprised to find 
a 2 foot hole going straight down through the rubble next to the cliff. 

“This must be a cave” I thought, “for someone to spend the time to dig out the 
entrance in all this rock!” Sure enough, within minutes we were caving! We bopped 
for several hours, exploring several passages, impressive rimstone pools, and one 
multi-level cascade in the rear of the cave, the finest I’ve ever seen! I was disturbed 
by the vandalism we saw in the cave. 

Later, I informed Brice of our discovery. He asked me to accompany Frank 
Hladky of the State Geologist’s Office who wanted to visit the cave before Brice  
closed the entrance. 

In the Spring of 1994, Brice called 
as promised and told me that he had 
dug out the entrance and that I was 
free to schedule a grotto trip. On April 
30 (my son Drew’s 13th birthday!), 17 
of us explored the cave, including Brice 
and his son Cam. Later Bill McGahey 
contacted Mike Sims of Willamette 
Valley Grotto who kindly provided the 
1977 Underground Express article and 
map of the cave. (Ed: Mike also has 
1977 color slides of the cave.) 

A second grotto trip consisting of 
20 cavers was held on May 21. Again, 
several hundred pounds of trash were 
removed. I had the opportunity to sit for 
about 30 minutes in a totally white 
room marveling at the pure white 
draperies, magnificent stalactites and 
soda straws, and thousands upon 
thousands of calcite crystals sparkling 
in our lights just like diamonds! But 
that’s another trip report . . . 

 

 

 

This formation is not far from the entrance.

Ed: This is a condensed version of Bill Fitzpatrick’s MMQC experience, with the complete 
version on P5 of the July 1994 issue of Gollum’s Grumblings. The Nov. 1994 issue of the 
SOG LOG contains a more detailed account of the May 21, 1994 Grotto trip. Southern 
Oregon Grotto kindly invited SAG on all MMQC trips. 
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MARBLE MOUNTAIN QUARRY CAVE (Marble Quarry Cave, Ideal Cement Cave) 
By J. and L. Wolff 

 

A few months back, Bill Fitzpatrick, of SOG and SAG fame, had arranged to 
have Marble Mtn Quarry Cave available for several reasons, some of which 
included restoration and remapping. It was certainly a unique situation, the quarry 
owner was willing to open it to working cavers after it had been closed for years. 
The quarry and environs are under consideration for a land exchange by the BLM, 
and the owner wanted his cave cleaned up and a map made. 

Marble Quarry Cave had at one time been considered for commercialization by 
an earlier owner. The cave had been a beauty when it was discovered, tons of 
formations must have been mined from the cave. Hundreds of stumps attest to the 
formation mining, yet thousands more remain intact. Batteries had been dumped 
into a pool turning the water a deep green. Debris removed from the cave included 
newspapers, shaky redwood scaffolding with a 500 lb boulder on it, and boards 
used as walkways over voids in the cave floor. The cave was ours for the weekend 
– to do what we could in the time we had. 

All in all, there were 26 cavers that showed up Saturday, March 11, 1995: SAG 
members Jim & Liz Wolff, Neils Smith, Dick LaForge, Mark Fritzke, Bill Broeckel, 
SOG members Ernie Coffman, Vicky Sykora, Jennifer Gould, Bill Fitzpatrick & son 
John, Ron Osborne & son, Oregon Cave guides Paul Showalter, Dave Stepp, John 
Dodge and 1 other (ED. Dave Hodges. Also, SOG member Caroline Rathman was 
present on the Mar 11, 1995 trip.), Shascade Caving Society member Jim Dancy, 
unaffiliated cavers Dave Paine (USFS), Lee Rosenberg (discoverer of Scorpion 
Cave), John Hastrom (neighbor of Dick), and 3 friends of the 2 sons and Jennifer’s 
friend. Bill McGahey made a cameo appearance. Sunday the 12th, a skeleton crew 
was joined by Bill Kenney. It was good to see Lee Rosenberg again – it has been 
nearly twenty years since Jim caved with him. 

A crew set to removing the boulder, tearing down the scaffolding and 
constructing a set of steps to take visitors into an upper level leading to most of the 
known cave. Others removed rubble. Liz, Jim, Ernie and Vicky surveyed the upper 
portions of the cave, while Bill B, Dave S and Paul surveyed in the lower part of the 
cave. Dick and Jim D did nothing but take lots of pictures, Mark and others checked 
out every little hole to find the fabled crawl that goes 6000’ through the mountain. 

 

 

Many areas of the cave are densely decorated, often broken, but much still left behind. 
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Map: Marble Mountain Quarry Cave 
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Map: Marble Mountain Quarry Cave 
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Figure 1. Relationship of cave to immediate vicinity of quarry. 

 
Map: Marble Mountain Quarry Cave 

 
 

Cave Description 
 
Just inside the cave’s crawl entrance the passage divides; one way going 

through a small spool room with flowstone everywhere, and the other going up and 
over the flowstone stairs where there are fossils. The 2 ways joined in the first room 
and crossed the top of a pit on a boardwalk. Climbing up the flowstone slope, 
where the scaffolding is no longer, and oozing through a narrow passage one 
enters the 2nd big room. The room is divided roughly in half by a line of columns 
and other formations. In the front half a climb goes up to pure white formations; in 
the back half, passages go right-left-down. The green pool that had contained 
batteries is located here. Descending “the rope”, one finds himself in the lower 
levels, and a maze of interconnected passages. Here there be pools, domes, mud 
crawls, climbs, contortionists’ delights, mud, and more of the inevitable formations. 

 
Ed:  The description was also written by Jim & Liz Wolff. 

 On Fig. 1, note how the south-eastern extremities of the cave extend 
underneath quarry surface at the “quarry landing”. Relatively recent 
breakdown is present in the cave at these locations, suggesting that further 
quarry operations at this spot might damage the cave. 
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Hole in the ceiling of Dragon Lair. 

Bill McGahey got up there by another route to 
see the pretties up above. Bill also found 
“McGahey’s Room”, a nice little spot that the 
vandals missed. 

CAVE THOUGHTS FROM MMQC 
by B. Broeckel 

 
Thanks to the diplomatic efforts of Mr. 

Bill Fitzpatrick, Southern Oregon Grotto, 
and due to good will on the part of the cave 
owner, cavers have enjoyed a window of 
opportunity at Marble Mountain Quarry 
Cave (MMQC). 

Originally, I would guess that quarry 
operations opened up this cave. There is 
one entrance at a quarried surface. The 
quarry workers would have been the first to 
explore the highly decorated passages and 
were doubtlessly impressed. At this time, 
Oregon Caves was already a well known 
tourist attraction. The natural idea was to 
develop this new cave too. 

The tour trail then was built deep into 
the cave, ending at the handline. From 
here the intentions of the developers are 
not clear. Perhaps trail construction would 
continue through the decorated areas 
leading to the Big Room, and ultimately up 
one of the far domes and out an exit tunnel 
to the surface. For whatever reason, 
construction was halted, and the cave was 
never opened to the public. 

Quarry work continued over the years 
with periodic changes in ownership. The 
knob containing the cave was spared, to 

preserve the cave or because the limestone here was contaminated with serpentine. Vague 
community awareness of the cave persisted, and at least some of the rumors of “the other 
big cave” in Southern Oregon that persist to this day, are in fact references to MMQC. 

The first visit by organized cavers that I know of was documented by the Willamette 
Valley Grotto in 1977 with an illustrated article and map published, summer edition of the 
Underground Express, Vol. 3, Num 3. Fifteen place names were assigned inside the cave, 
all based on a series of science fiction novels (The Dragonriders of Pern) by Anne 
McCaffrey. The first of these books (Dragonflight) was published in 1968, a sci-fi classic 
with numerous reprintings in subsequent decades. 

The author of the WVG 1977 article, Steve Johnson, predicted that it would be 20 years 
before cavers would return to MMQC. Thanks to Bill F., it was in fact 16 years. Also notable 
is that a lower level passage does not appear on the 1977 map (more on this ahead). 

The 1980s were tumultuous for MMQC. Access was poorly controlled and not 
responsible. Speleothem and crystal mining were allowed. Drinking parties were common, 
and the cave was thoroughly trashed. Inexplicable is the absence of graffiti. Crystal hunters 
appear to have led the charge, even to the extreme of using generator-charged power tools 
to cut up crystalline rock. An owner at last took pity on the cave and stopped this activity. 

While the vandals did unbelievable damage to the cave, they also effected some other 
changes. At some point, the ladder was removed off the scaffold and placed down one of 
the pits in Dragon Lair. These pits lead to crawlways that would have been no use to the 
tour route. Without the ladder, the scaffold remained as a dangerously rickety climb to reach 
the extension of the tour route in the upper level beyond Dragon Lair. 

Three 12 inch crawlways are key to entering the new lower level passage. The 
competent Portland cavers of the 1970s would not have turned back from these one foot 
crawls. Therefore, the mud crawl and the slab crawl were opened by the vandals of the 
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1980s. Furthermore, formations appear to be 
broken from efforts to open the best side passage 
in the cave (formation crawl), something no caver 
would have done. Imagine the glee of the crystal 
hunters breaking into this virgin passage. 

The ravages of the 1980s also included 
removal of the historical plaque previously 
observed in place over the entrance. A bare 
rectangle on the rock still shows the spot and 
marks the entrance to the cave. The name has 
been Marble Mountain Cave, or even Ideal Cement 
Company Cave. We have taken to calling it Marble 
Mountain Quarry Cave to avoid confusing it with 
caves in the Marble Mountains of California, there 
being no quarries in the Marble Mountain 
Wilderness. There will probably be some confusion 
anyway. 

The major portion of the survey data for the 
map that accompanies this article was gathered on 
the weekend of March 11-12, 1995. A total of about 
100 hours of cave survey time were expended. Liz 
Wolff kindly processed the data mess by computer, 
and made out draft plans at 20 feet per inch. This 
formed the basis of the final rendering. Liz 
deserves credit for anything good about the map, 
while I accept blame for all of the inevitable 
problems. 

Besides the map, much has been 
accomplished at MMQC. The scaffold was 
removed, and the climb out of Dragon Lair is much 
safer. Most of the trash is now out of the cave, 
including thick piles of mud saturated newspaper, 
dated in the 1980s. Rubble was cleaned out to 
clear the entrance passage. Mud was washed off 

 

 

Exclamation point formation near the 
end of the richly ornamented upper 
level beyond Dragon Lair, and not far 
from the handline leading down to the 
“undeveloped” portions of the cave. 

 

flowstone, and some photography was done. Many cavers from the west coast were able to 
see and enjoy this cave, which is a good fun cave to explore. 

The cave owner is currently resting the cave, but local cavers maintain hopes for the 
future at MMQC. One possible scenario involves a land exchange with the BLM. The BLM 
has recently acquired nearby No-name and Lake Caves, and has initiated cave 
management involving cavers in the process. At this time cavers are urged to write letters to 
the BLM in favor of BLM acquisition of MMQC (addresses below). We are hoping that it will 
be much less than 20 years before cavers can once again happily go caving at Marble 
Mountain Quarry Cave. 

 
 

Dave Jones Bob Korfhage 
District Manager Grants Pass Area Manager 
BLM Medford District Office BLM Medford District Office 
3040 Biddle Road 3040 Biddle Road 
Medford, OR 97504 Medford, OR 97504 
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NEWSLETTER REVIEWNEWSLETTER REVIEWNEWSLETTER REVIEWNEWSLETTER REVIEW    

September-October 1995 
by Dick LaForge 

 
First, I have to complement our own Liz Wolff on her cover drawing for the July-

August RAG. I have often recommended she send her drawings to the NSS News, 
and will continue to do so! What I mean is that they are certainly good enough, and 
very interesting, but if she doesn’t want me to bug her about it I will stop! 

Some of the newsletter articles I mentioned in the previous Review didn’t find 
room in the July-Aug. Rag, so your editor Bighorn Broeckel is welcome to use them 
this time. Maybe you will get your Randy Rogers after all. 

Weird stuff Deportment: Jon and Lynn next door brought me a new type of cave 
formation! While pseudo caving under their water heater they come across a pile of 
fallen soda straws up to 3/4 inches long, all cemented together! Several new ones 
were forming from the slow leak in a valve. A test with acid shows they are not 
calcite, so are probably a silicate of some sort. 

 
Bill Fitzpatrick has informed me that he has ceased publication of the SOG 

LOG. He mentioned the lack of help from others, among other things. So, if you like 
reading about your local caving scene, remember to help with writing and putting it 
together! It’s a lot of work. Appreciating your Editor is good, too! 

 
Well, I finally got to go caving! Labor Day Weekend in the Marbles, for starters. 

It was great weather and good caving too. A large number of people were there, 
including a group from the Willamette Valley Grotto who brought a stereo set-up. I 
was coming down, with son Evan and a friend, well after dark on Friday, from a trip 
to Upstairs-Downstairs, and passed their camp in the upper meadow. “Don’t trip on 
the SPEAKER WIRES”, they warned. That’s a new one for me in the Marbles, 
rivaling the time Bill Liebman brought up a dozen Jiffy-Pops and a case of beer 
(plus much else). Anyway, the Loomis Brothers, Sam and Mike, were there, for the 
first time since our Bigfoot trip into the Hanging Rocks Entrance and out the 
Discovery. In fact, they were describing it to the assembled multitudes as we 
walked up. That trip, just after Hanging Rock was discovered, was supposed to be 
down H.R. into Bigfoot and then return the same way, and was supposed to take 2-
3 hours, according to Roger Jones. Well, it took so long to get into Bigfoot, and was 
gnarly, so we decided to come out the Discovery. It took 8 - 12+ hours, depending 
on who you talk to, and the Loomis Bros got very cold, not being prepared for such 
a long trip. Most notable was their enthusiasm, in spite of impending hypothermia. 
“This is a GREAT cave! I’m freezing my ASS off! What a GREAT CAVE!” 

The next day, Evan and I and Bob Roe from Washington went caving in Bigfoot. 
We entered the Discovery entrance, went to the Big Room, and then fooled around 
in the Illusion area of Meatgrinder for a while. We had a great time. The Chicken 
Noodle Soup can at Chicken Noodle Junction (near The Banana) is leaking and 
should be taken out, even though it is a historical artifact! This was Evan’s first trip 
into Bigfoot, and he was perfectly relaxed and competent. That was a thrill for me, 
having brought him up to the Marbles for the first time on his first birthday, and 
many times since. During the Trip we met a large group including the Loomis Bros, 
who stayed in until about 3 AM, and once again got suitably cold and wet and dirty. 

That was that until the week of Sept 16-23, when Mark Fritzke and I drove down 
to Sequoia NP for the photo project in Hurricane. We had three trips during the 
week, and Jim Dancy (recently from Shascade Grotto but now moved to Tulare), 
Rich Sundquist, and Mark Rosbrook helped on one trip each. As mentioned before, 
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this cave’s beauty is matched only by its delicacy. Joel Despain, the Park Cave 
Specialist, has to go on every trip, in order to see that we are careful and to guide 
us through the tricky places. He has been on nearly all of the trips that have been 
taken into this cave, and says that every trip has caused some noticeable damage. 
Part of this is that the definition of “damage” is very strict – such as any moving of 
even tiny pieces of mud onto flowstone. The Park is trying to prevent the minor, 
almost unnoticeable degradation that in most caves slowly accumulates until the 
trails are mud colored and the floors are all trampled. Next year, and after that, the 
management plan calls for only 4 trips into the cave, for photo documentation, plus 
2 more for “administrative purposes”. Having had three trips in a week, I will not be 
able to go in again until the year after next. Photographically, we covered only a 
small fraction of the cave, I’m guessing a tenth to a fifth. So, this project will go on 
for many years. 

We did see and photograph some unusual things. There was a pair of worms, 
looking like small, thin earthworms, which they might actually be, living on and 
evidently eating moonmilk! They were mostly covered with worm casts (poops) 
made of moonmilk, and the rock face had trails of moonmilk casts in the crevices. 
Moonmilk is known to have a high bacteria content, so it is not unreasonable that 
worms could get nourishment from it. A new species? Who knows? 

Also most unusual was a place where a small stream comes into a passage 
and at that point is depositing folia. Folia are multilevel calcite shelves rather re-
sembling bracket fungi on an old log. There has been some controversy about their 
mode of formation, and this is the first case we know of where they can actually be 
seen forming. This stream is very depositional; calcite rafts form in the pools during 
the dry season, and they are washed away every winter when the rains come. 

Fortunately, the photos from these trips, our excuse for being there, came out 
very well. Our job is to take 3-D pictures, and also 2-Ds of significant minerals and 
formations. I’ll be looking for helpers again in about 2 years. 

Newsletter articles. . . There are those leftover from last time. Maybe you will 
get your Randy Rogers, Cave Cadet. The Valley Caver, Fall 95, has lots of good 
caving stories from the Convention in Virginia, including Marianne Russo’s account 
of breaking her wrist in Rehobeth Church Cave, on a trip led by Dave Cowan, 
formerly of CA but now of WV. Borrow this issue from the Grotto Library at Wolffs’ 
and read the whole thing. 

For reprinting I am offering another account of caving experiences at the 
Convention by little John Woods, from The Explorer, Sept. 95. It shows what fun 
you can have caving at conventions. They are a great way to experience caves 
outside of your usual territory. And, from within our usual territory, is Crystal 67 
Revisited, by Richard Leet, in the Aug. 95 San Francisco Bay Chapter Newsletter. 
(Why is it a Chapter instead of a Grotto?) I have not been to Crystal 67 but it 
sounds like a great cave, with nice formations, a huge room, tricky climbs, and 
loose rocks. What more could a caver want??? 

 

Humor Department: Perhaps I have been too influenced by Bighorn’s comic 
about caving in one’s teeth, but here’s one that popped into my twisted brain that 
also needs a drawing: Imagine a formal dining room table with cavers seated all 
around, ready for dinner. Two cavers are walking in carrying in a large tray upon 
which is a roasted caver, apple in mouth, etc. The caption beneath says, “CAVERS 
SERVING CAVERS”. One advantage of drawing this is that you can sell it to Bob & 
Bob for their next ad . . . 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From The Explorer, Sept. 1995, pages 126-127 
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From The Explorer, (continued) 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 
From San Francisco Bay Chapter Newsletter, Vol. 38, No. 8, pages 2-3 
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From San Francisco Bay Chapter Newsletter, (continued) 
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From The Explorer, June 1995, page 89 
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From The Explorer, August 1995, page 115 
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From The Explorer, June 1995, page 82 
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